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How to Use This Toolkit
This toolkit is for local organizers fighting 287(g) agreements in their communities, whether
those agreements already exist, are pending or are a potential threat.
Inside you will find a compilation of essential background information on 287(g)
agreements, resources for research, and sample materials to work from in building your own
campaign to end or stop 287(g). You can also find many more resources about restricting
local participation in immigration enforcement at www.ilrc.org/enforcement, and you can
find an interactive map of current and past 287(g) agreements at https://www.ilrc.org/
national-map-287g-agreements.
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INTRODUCTION

—

The Trump administration has vowed to increase 287(g) agreements, which deputize state
and local law enforcement officers to undertake various duties of Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) agents. Indeed, as of the date of this publication, 49 of the 78 total 287(g)
agreements were created during this current administration, and the number will likely
continue to increase. However, all of the current 287(g) agreements will expire on June 30,
2019, unless they are renewed. This is an important organizing opportunity to stop these
agreements.
The 287(g) program is riddled with reports of racial profiling, abuse, discrimination, and
violations of people’s constitutional rights. Study after study has highlighted the problems
endemic to 287(g) agreements, the mistreatment of residents, and the costs to localities. A
recent report comes from the Department of Homeland Security’s own Office of Inspector
General, and criticizes ICE for entering into these agreements without adequate planning,
oversight, and management of the local agencies involved.
In the face of the Trump administration’s efforts to expand 287(g), however, local organizing
has defeated multiple proposed agreements and demanded the termination of others.
A local sheriff, police department, or other agency has the power to terminate a 287(g)
agreement at any time. This is essential to organizing against deportations; we have real
power over our own local officials, and can stop them from participating in 287(g) or
otherwise being involved in immigration enforcement. In 287(g) jurisdictions, terminating this
program is an essential first step to disentangling local law enforcement from immigration.
This toolkit is meant to help communities get their local law enforcement agencies to reject
287(g) agreements.
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PART I: The Basics of 287(g)
Agreements & Their Role in
the Jail-to-Deportation Pipeline

—

1.) A Guide to 287(g) Agreements
What are 287(g) agreements?
Under 287(g) agreements, local law enforcement officers act as immigration agents.
Normally local law enforcement officers do not have authority to enforce immigration laws.
But under §287(g) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, local officers are deputized with
certain immigration enforcement powers.
With a 287(g) agreement, local police and sheriffs can investigate the immigration status
of people in the jail, access Immigration Customs Enforcement (ICE) databases, and
issue immigration detainers. With sign-off from an ICE supervisor, 287(g) officers can take
statements and add records to people’s immigration files and can place people in removal
proceedings. The specific powers delegated to local officers are detailed in the Standard
Operating Procedures at the end of 287(g) agreements.
287(g) agreements are voluntary.
Sheriffs and other agencies choose to get involved in federal immigration enforcement. The
federal government cannot force anyone to participate in 287(g) and they do not condition
any federal funding on having a 287(g) program.

What is the process for a jurisdiction to enter into a 287(g)
agreement?
287(g) applications may be at locality’s initiation OR because of ICE encouragement &
recruitment.
• ICE reviews 287(g) applications in batches.
• The Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) Office of Civil Rights & Civil Liberties
(CRCL) shares the list of applicants and solicits background information on those
jurisdictions.
PART I: The Basics of 287(g) Agreements & Their Role in the Jail-to-Deportation Pipeline
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• ICE and the state or local jurisdiction sign an agreement (MOU) about each party’s
responsibilities, liabilities, etc. These MOUs are standard and have a standard list of
specific enforcement powers delegated to the local officers.
• ICE trains the selected local officers in some immigration law and how to access DHS
databases to do background searches on people.
Any party to a 287(g) agreement can terminate the agreement at any time.
• Although 287(g) agreements must be periodically renewed, either the sheriff or locality
or ICE may at any time decide to end the program.
• TIP: 287(g) application and renewal windows are KEY to organize a campaign
Are there different kinds of 287(g) agreements?
• Jail model = officers only do immigration business within the jail, not stopping people
on the street to ask about immigration status
• Task force model = local police/sheriffs are delegated authority to question and arrest
people just for immigration violations in their homes, on the street, etc.
• Currently only jail models exist - but the Trump administration is open to bringing back
task forces

What are the incentives for 287(g)?
Localities spend their own funds on 287(g) agreements.
Sheriffs or police who join 287(g) spend local funds to carry out the federal government’s
deportation agenda. Even though the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has the
largest budget of any federal agency, there is no reimbursement from ICE for the local staff
time or resources used.
Why do sheriffs want 287(g)?
• Some sheriffs are very anti-immigrant and want to get involved in immigration
enforcement so they can help carry out the federal government’s deportation agenda.
• A 287(g) agreement may intersect with a detention contract with ICE that makes
the sheriff money. This means that the more immigrants 287(g) officers can identify,
the more they can transfer to detention and get paid for. These incentives worsen
biases against immigrants in law enforcement. For more information about detention
contracts, see Section C below.
8
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• ICE and some sheriffs argue that 287(g) gives the locality the legal authority that they
otherwise lack to hold people on detainers, but this is in dispute.
Why does ICE want 287(g)?

• Although some people thought 287(g) would be replaced by Secure Communities

(SComm), that hasn’t happened, because 287(g) still allows ICE to have local
law enforcement do their work for them. SComm automatically gives ICE a lot
of information on all the people booked into jails across the country. But it only
connects the fingerprints of the arrested person with whatever ICE already has in DHS
databases. If ICE needs more information, they need to go to the jail and question
the person. In most places, ICE agents themselves do this and it is usually called the
Criminal Alien Program (CAP). But with 287(g), local officers do the screening and
investigation for ICE.

• 287(g) saves ICE time and paperwork because local officers do extra screening and
questioning, file detainers and prepare Notices to Appear, etc. 287(g) is very similar
to having ICE agents in the jail, except that the work is performed by local police or
sheriffs.
• The Trump administration wants more of the 287(g) program because it brings more
attention and resources to immigration enforcement and gets local agencies to focus
more on immigrants, even if it results in increased racial profiling and harassment of
Latinx people.

PART I: The Basics of 287(g) Agreements & Their Role in the Jail-to-Deportation Pipeline
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2.) 5 Ways 287(g) Agreements Hurt Our Communities
287(g) Agreements Mean More Deportations.
This explicit agreement with ICE adds the lens of immigration to jailing and policing
practices, making it that much harder to get a county to stop holding or transferring people
to ICE. Although jails already send all fingerprints to ICE, 287(g) allows ICE to outsource
their labor of immigration enforcement to local police, who help them by doing further
investigation on people and filing preliminary paperwork like detainers, warrants, and
Notices to Appear in immigration court.
287(g) Agreements Widen the Door to Racial profiling.
ICE’s influence in the criminal legal system undermines efforts to reduce biased policing.
Local police access to immigration enforcement duties actually incentivizes racial profiling.
When police officers know that an arrest can lead to immigration detention, they are more
likely to stop or arrest Latinos or others who look or sound “foreign.”
One study showed that “immediately after Irving, Texas law enforcement had 24-hour
access (via telephone and video teleconference) to ICE in the local jail, discretionary arrests
of Hispanics for petty offenses — particularly minor traffic offenses — rose dramatically.”1
Although this study focused on Texas, communities across the country witnessed similar
patterns as SComm enabled law enforcement to send immigrants into removal proceedings
from a simple traffic stop.2 In 2017, a rigorous study in Frederick County, Maryland, found that
the 287(g) program “led to a significantly higher number of arrests of Hispanics by the Sheriff’s
Office than would have occurred in its absence.”3
287(g) Agreements Add to the Burden of Local Safety Net Programs like Foster Care.
Communities ultimately pay for the consequences of immigration enforcement. Some
children whose parents or caretakers are detained or deported end up in the child welfare
system, at the expense of states and counties. The Applied Research Center conservatively
estimated in 2011 that more than 5,000 children were in foster care because their parents
have been detained or deported. Assistance to ICE from local law enforcement puts an
even greater burden on family services, child welfare programs, and safety net programs.
1.) See Trevor Gardner II and Aarti Kohli, The C.A.P. Effect: Racial Profiling in the ICE Criminal Alien Program (The Chief
Justice Earl Warren Institute on Race, Ethnicity & Diversity, Sept. 2009) www.law.berkeley.edu/files/policybrief_irving_0909_
v9.pdf (last accessed Dec. 5, 2017).
2.) See Alexa Alonso et al, Immigration Enforcement Off Target: Minor Offenses with Major Consequences, American Immigration Lawyers Association (August 2011) available at http://www.aila.org/File/Related/11081609.pdf (documenting cases
of racial profiling by local police in order to transfer individuals to ICE or Border Patrol from across the country, including
many cases from California). See also Aarti Kohli, Peter L. Markowitz and Lisa Chavez, Secure Communities by the Numbers: An Analysis of Demographics and Due Process (The Chief Justice Earl Warren Institute on Race, Ethnicity & Diversity,
Oct. 2011).
3) Michael Coon, Local Immigration Enforcement and Arrests of the Hispanic Population, Journal on Migration and Human Security, August 8, 2018, available at https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/233150241700500305.
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Your Community’s Tax Dollars Are Wasted by Paying for the Costs of 287(g).
With 287(g) agreements, localities spend their own resources to make sure no one slips
through ICE’s grasp. Jurisdictions with 287(g) shift resources away from local priorities
and towards immigration enforcement via the staff time and salary used to inquire into
immigration status, respond to ICE inquiries, collect data for ICE, or notify ICE about timing
of inmates’ release. ICE does not reimburse any of these costs, meaning the county is
essentially subsidizing deportations for DHS, which, with a budget of over $18 billion, is already
the largest law enforcement agency in the country.
287(g) Agreements Expose Your City or County to Legal Liability.
Local law enforcement involvement in federal immigration enforcement has resulted in the
violations of the constitutional rights of citizens and noncitizens alike. Furthermore, your town
or county is liable for what happens to individuals detained on ICE hold requests, even if ICE
caused their detention. Often times, there is no legal basis for local law enforcement to hold
an individual on an ICE hold. As a result, lawsuits have been filed across the country, many
resulting in damages against numerous city, county, and state corrections agencies.
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PART II: 5 Steps to Take Before
Launching Your Campaign to End
287(g)
—

1.) Research Where Your City or County Stands on 287(g)
Where do 287(g) agreements exist?
The map below shows current and past 287(g) agreements across the country. As the current
administration has placed a renewed emphasis on these types of arrangements with local law
enforcement, this map can be a useful tool for identifying other jurisdictions that are facing a
similar fight. The map also shows jurisdictions who have managed to end their 287(g) agreements.
For an interactive, regularly updated map, please visit: https://www.ilrc.org/national-map-287gagreements

red

yellow

green

287(g) Agreements Signed
During Trump administration

287(g) Agreements Signed
Before Trump administration

287(g) Agreements That Were
Terminated
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2.) Know and Map Out Your Local Decision-Making Structure
Who has the power to make policy about ICE
collaboration at the local level?
The first step to ending a current or stopping a new 287(g) agreement is to map out and
understand the local political structure. Once you understand what agencies partner with
ICE, you can then develop a strategy to influence change.
TIP: Most 287(g) agreements are with county sheriff’s departments. A handful of
agreements also exist with police departments and state police agencies.

Counties
Law enforcement agencies report to local governments. Although in most states sheriffs
are independently elected, they still rely on county (or state) governing bodies, such as a
county council or board of supervisors, for their budgets. The county council or commission
may also have the authority to pass countywide laws that the sheriff’s department would
be responsible for enforcing. However, the sheriff may have some independence to develop
and establish its own internal policies and practices. In this situation, power over the sheriff’s
budget can be an important avenue for establishing new rules about collaboration with ICE,
if an independent rule is hard to obtain.
The chart below examines common figures in county-level governance and law
enforcement. As you begin your campaign against 287(g) agreements, this chart may be
helpful in mapping what the political structure in your county looks like. Every community
is different! This chart lays out some of the common systems of local checks and balances,
but you should always identify the real offices and decision-makers in your own community.
Once you have adapted this chart for your county, you can identify different levers of
influence that will help you develop an effective campaign strategy.

Cities and Towns
Most cities and towns have a municipal police department that is accountable to the
governing body or authority, a mayor or city council, for example. It is often these governing
bodies that create the rules that law enforcement must follow. In addition, the city
government will also control the police budget, which can be an important wedge.
This chart below examines common figures in city-level governance and law enforcement.
Similar to the county chart, this chart may be helpful in mapping what the political structure
in your city looks like, which should then shape your campaign strategy.
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COUNTY AUTHORITIES

Type of
Power

•

Sheriff often manages
county or regional jails

•

Could have many
names

•

May have custody of
both pre-trial inmates
and those serving fairly
short sentences

•

Doesn’t exist in many
states

•

Likely controls county
budget or oversees
county-wide agencies

•

Jurisdiction

Appointed
or Elected

•

County Council,
Commission or Board

County Executive

Sheriff

Most Sheriffs and Sheriff
Deputies have arrest
and enforcement
powers, but some only
run jails and don’t have
patrols

Sheriffs are usually
the county-wide law
enforcement and jail
authority

•

Usually have power to
make arrests and detain
people throughout the
county

•

Usually independently
elected

•

Governs the whole
county

•

May be the primary
local executive authority
for small towns without
their own council or
mayor

•

A legislative body
with power to write
countywide laws

•

Can call meetings and
oversight hearings or
demand information
from law enforcement

•

Some states have
County Boards, which
are a similar law-making
body of elected officials

•

May also be called
County Commission

•

A County Commission/
Board/ Council passes
county budgets and
other county laws and
regulations

•

Generally a county law
cannot be overruled by
a city-level law

•

Usually elected by
district or at-large

PART II: 5 Steps to Take Before Launching Your Campaign to End 287(g)
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CITY AUTHORITIES
Police Chief
or Commissioner
Type of
Power

•

Police can make arrests,
search, and detain
people

•

Mayor is generally in
charge of running a
town or city

•

Chief is the head of city
police

•

•

Authority over police
practices, training, and
protocol

•

Jurisdiction

Appointed or
Elected
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Mayor
or City Manager

Police usually manage
the city jail or hold
rooms, where people
would be held during
temporary detention
after arrest — then
transfer to county sheriff/
jail

•

Highest authority for
the local (city) police
department

•

City
Council
•

Usually manages local
budgets and oversees
city agencies

City Council is a group
of officials with power
to pass local laws, often
called ordinances

•

•

May have managerial
authority to tell police or
jails what to do

May also conduct
oversight hearings of the
jail or police

•

•

Some towns have a City
Manager, which is similar
to a Mayor

Likely has a
subcommittee with
specific focus on
police, public safety, or
immigration issues

•

In some cities has power
to appoint the mayor or
city manager

•

City Council is usually
the legislative branch of
city government

•

Does not have power to
override county or state
laws

•

Usually elected by
districts or at-large

•

No jurisdiction over
neighboring towns

Mayor is the chief
executive of a town or
city, like the President,
but on a local level

•

•

May detain people after
arrest or before trial

Usually has power to
pass executive orders

•

Does not have authority
over other towns

•

Usually appointed by
mayor or city manager

•

Usually elected
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3.) Familiarize Yourself with Data on Immigration
Enforcement in Your City or County
In addition to understanding your local political structure and potential incentives for ICE
collaboration, background data can be useful for developing your arguments. A good
source of information is the Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse (TRAC), which
collects a variety of data on immigration courts and immigration enforcement, including a
collection of detainers issued from 2003 – April 2018, and a tool for analyzing all ICE arrests
through June 2018. Below are images of these tools.
Each chart provides a summary of certain data available on the TRAC website. Through
these charts, you can look up data for certain jurisdictions. The charts are interactive, so you
can use the various drop down menus to look at and compare different data.

ICE Detainers Tool

Available at: http://trac.syr.edu/phptools/immigration/detain/

PART II: 5 Steps to Take Before Launching Your Campaign to End 287(g)
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ICE Arrests Tool

Available at: http://trac.syr.edu/phptools/immigration/arrest/
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4.) Follow the Money: Understanding Jail Funding & Grants
Often times, local police and sheriffs may get money from ICE. This can affect their incentives
to collaborate with ICE, and it should affect your campaign strategies and arguments. Below
are the different ways that local law enforcement may profit off their partnerships with ICE
and what impact that has on the community.
IGSAs - Your Sheriff May Contract with ICE to Detain People While They are In Deportation
Proceedings through an IGSA
What is an IGSA?
• IGSA (Intergovernmental Services Agreement) is a contract between ICE and a local jail.
ICE pays the local jail to “rent beds,” and keeps immigration detainees in those beds.
• Although the detainees are held in a local jail just like someone charged with a crime,
they are officially in ICE custody, awaiting their hearings in immigration court, not
criminal court. ICE detainees may or may not have any criminal record.
• ICE pays between $30-$200 per bed per day (depending on the region) to the local jail
to keep that bed available for ICE detainees. Some contracts are for only a few beds;
others are for hundreds, and may amount to millions of dollars per year for the local jail.
• In many cases, the jail’s primary contract is actually with the US Marshals, but then ICE
joins as an additional party or ‘rider’ to that contract.
How does an IGSA affect local policies?
• Some sheriffs will openly admit to you that without renting beds to ICE at a profit, they
do not have enough money to run their jail. This might not be strictly true; they could
think of other ways to manage their budget. But it is likely true that the sheriff currently
depends on ICE’s money.
• Sheriffs that profit from contracts with ICE may be particularly reluctant to limit their
cooperation with ICE.
What can we do about it?

• Follow the money. Find out if your jail has any contracts or agreements with ICE, what

the contracts say, how much money is involved, when the contract ends, or any other
details regarding the termination of the contract. Check this map to learn where ICE
detains people: http://www.detentionwatchnetwork.org/dwnmap.

• Collaborate with local anti-prison groups. Various organizations are committed to
ending our country’s reliance on incarceration. Collaborate with these groups and
other criminal justice partners to build power to advocate for divestment from law
enforcement and instead invest in people and communities.
PART II: 5 Steps to Take Before Launching Your Campaign to End 287(g)
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SCAAP - Your Sheriff Likely Receives Some Reimbursement for Holding Certain Immigrants for
ICE through SCAAP
What is SCAAP?
• SCAAP (State Criminal Alien Assistance Program) is a federal grant program that
sends federal money to states and counties to reimburse them for incarcerating
undocumented immigrants.
• Only jail costs for undocumented immigrants, convicted of at least one felony or two
misdemeanors and sentenced to jail or prison for at least four days, are eligible to be
reimbursed under SCAAP.
How does SCAAP affect local policies?

• The SCAAP program provides an ugly incentive for jails to convict and detain

undocumented immigrants. The costs of detaining an undocumented prisoner will be
partially reimbursed, while the costs of other prisoners are not necessarily reimbursed.
This heightens the concerns about racial profiling under the 287(g) program.

What can we do about it?

• SCAAP is not tied to the 287(g) program. Whether or not a jurisdiction has a 287(g)
agreement will not impact whether the jail will receive SCAAP money.

• Follow the money. The SCAAP program never gives as much money as the state and

county jails claim they should get, so each jurisdiction gets only a portion of their costs
reimbursed. In recent years, receipt of SCAAP money by counties has declined. Find
out how much your local jail has received in SCAAP money at https://www.bja.gov/
ProgramDetails.aspx?Program_ID=86#horizontalTab8. You should research what the
overall jail budget is in your locality and then determine what portion of that overall
budget comes from SCAAP funding.

Byrne JAG grants - DOJ has threatened to deny Byrne JAG grants – which are annual
law enforcement grants that go, by statutory formula, to most cities and counties across
the country – to jurisdictions that don’t hold people for ICE or provide other assistance
on immigration enforcement. This has resulted in widespread litigation and has been
suspended in many cases by the federal courts. For more details, see: https://www.ilrc.org/
fight-over-doj-grants-and-sanctuary-policies. Importantly, 287(g) has never been a criteria
for consideration. Whether a jurisdiction has or doesn’t have a 287(g) agreement does not
affect their eligibility for JAG funds.
Other discretionary DOJ grants - DOJ has indicated on some other law enforcement grants
that they may favorably review jurisdictions to have or seek 287(g). However 287(g) is not a
criteria for the grant and there is no guarantee that having 287(g) would result in approval.
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5.) Learn How 287(g) and Local Police Involvement
with Immigration Have Personally Impacted Community
Members
• Personal stories will be the most important part of your campaign. The impact on
families and communities is the reason we have to fight 287(g) and deportations.
Hearing about how community members have been impacted by local law
enforcement will ground your organizing and help you understanding what further
effects 287(g) would have or is already having.
• Have you been supporting campaigns to stop deportations? Reach out to family
members you’ve been in touch with and ask to learn more about police involvement
in their loved one’s detention and/or deportation.
• Do you host Know Your Rights events in your local community? Give the audience a
quick explainer on 287(g) and ask them to share any stories they hear about ICE and
police with your campaign.
• Does someone you know participate in a visitation program to detention centers? Ask
if they can incorporate 287(g) into their presentations or talks with detainees.
• Are you connected with any local criminal justice campaigns that may be working
on other issues around jail conditions, jail construction or expansion, or detention
accountability?
TIP: Sharing a story of those who have been directly impacted is a powerful tool;
however, we advise that you get consent from these individuals before publicly
sharing their story. Let them know about the importance of their testimonies in your
campaign and policy asks. Individuals should also be asked if they feel comfortable
with media and or participating in your meetings with law enforcement.

PART II: 5 Steps to Take Before Launching Your Campaign to End 287(g)
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PART III: Organize — Meetings
with Law Enforcement & Other
Campaign Tactics

—

1.) Meeting with Local Law Enforcement
If this is your first meeting with your sheriff or other agency, your meeting should serve as
an information gathering session, and should be the first of many meetings to monitor
and influence the way immigration enforcement is happening in your community. If you
have met with your Police Chief/Sheriff before, continue information gathering and also
considering shifting to advocating for a local policy which promotes total disentanglement
with ICE. You may also want to ask for regular quarterly meetings to continue addressing
issues that arise.
Goals:
• To assist in campaign efforts to obtain total disentanglement between local law
enforcement and ICE.
• Establish or improve relationships with law enforcement to build community trust and
continue addressing any future issues.
Before the meeting:

• Ask for an updated copy of any local immigration policy.4 Review this policy with your
team, or with the legal contact provided at the end of this handout. Bring up any
questions/concerns at the meeting.

• Research the sheriff or police chief and the agency that they run. Even a Google search

can yield tremendous results, including a review of their website. Who is the sheriff
and what is his or her background? What issues does the sheriff and the agency
care about? What projects has the agency prioritized in recent years? Are there any
specific concerns or issues, e.g., lawsuits, that the agency is facing that you can use to
leverage your ask?

• Think carefully about what other organizations you can bring to your meeting to strengthen

your advocacy. Who else has influence in your community or expertise on issues in the
jail or with the police department? Reach out to the public defenders or other criminal
defense attorneys, criminal justice reform groups, domestic violence advocates, or
other allies. Always try to have directly affected families who are able to provide their
own story and perspective at the meeting.

4.) For some background information on your county’s relations with ICE, see: www.ilrc.org/local-enforcement-map.
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• Ask for the jail commander to be present.5 The sheriff or police chief is in charge or

running the Department as a whole, and may not know the daily activities of the local
jail. Ask for the jail commander, ICE liaison if they have one, or someone in recordkeeping who monitors requests from ICE, to be there as well to answer any questions
that the sheriff or police chief may not know.

• Materials: 1) Develop a meeting agenda and assign roles to those attending the

meeting; 2) confirm the most important meeting questions if time runs short; and 3)
confirm any meeting handouts that you would like to provide the sheriff with, such as
the ILRC U Visa handout.6

Meeting Prep: Meet for about an hour before the meeting with law enforcement in order to
prepare. During your Prep Meeting, you will want to accomplish the following:
I.

Set the meeting agenda and question outline: A sample meeting agenda is
provided below.

II.

Assign roles: Assign a facilitator, a note taker, and determine who will ask which
questions.

III.

Tone: Remind everyone to keep the tone respectful throughout the meeting.

The following agenda can be useful in preparing for meetings with local law enforcement.
Since you will have a limited amount of time and may be attending meetings with other
advocates, it is important that you are well prepared and organized.

Meeting: Sample Agenda
I.

Introductions (5-10 minutes)
A. Individuals or groups should explain ties to community, including number of
community members represented, and voter base if your sheriff is elected.
B. Frame the goal of the meeting as an effort to build community trust. Given tension
across the country between local law enforcement and communities of color,
including immigrants, it is clear that we are in a crisis. This meeting is an effort to
rebuild trust.
C. Collect law enforcement business cards so that you correctly document who was
there and their contact information. Share yours as well if you have one.

5.) Not all cities maintain jails. If you are meeting with a police chief, confirm if your city has a jail or what detention facilities they operate.
6.) U Visa Basics for Law Enforcement, available at https://www.ilrc.org/u-visa-basics-law-enforcement.
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II.

Testimony from affected community member (5 minutes)
A. This should illustrate the harm that cooperating with ICE has on the community.
For example, describe the harm that deportation has had on a family as a result of
contact with the criminal legal system.
B. If the affected individual can’t be present, someone else can describe the
account second hand.

III.

Questions (See Questions for Law Enforcement, below) (40-45 minutes)
A. Use the Questions for Meetings with Law Enforcement, as a guide. Since this list is
longer than what you may have time for, prioritize ahead of time those question
that are most important in your community. And don’t forget to focus on getting
to know your target.

IV.

Closing (5 minutes)
A. Thank the agency for their time.
B. Reiterate any next steps. For example, any promises to provide data, policies, or
engage in follow up meetings.

After the Meeting:
I.

Debrief immediately after the meeting. Discuss what went well and what didn’t.
Establish next steps and assign responsibility for each next step. Don’t forget to type up
your notes!

II.

Send a thank you letter or email to law enforcement agency. Restate any follow up
steps and establish a date for any follow up steps. For example, that you look forward
to receipt of any policies within two weeks.

Meeting Next Steps:
1. Can your Office share any written policies, procedures, and training materials
regarding the treatment of immigrants or anything else regarding interactions or
communications with ICE?
2. Can your Office share data regarding receipt of ICE detainers and if they are
complied with, and why?
3. How soon can we meet to discuss next steps (shared data, suggested revisions to
policy, etc.)?
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Questions for Local Law Enforcement
In addition to having a meeting agenda set in advance, you will also want to have a list
of questions that you plan to ask during your meeting with local law enforcement. The
questions outlined below may be a useful starting point, but you will want to edit the
questions based on local policies and context.
Questions to get to know your law enforcement agency
• Can you tell us about any programs that you have that aim to build trust with our
communities?
• What does “community policing” look like in your department?
287(g) Questions
• What do you know about the 287(g) program?
• Why did you apply for the 287(g) program?
• What other local officials were involved in the decision to apply?
• How many officers are deputized to participate in the 287(g) program?
○ What immigration enforcement activities do those officers do?
○ Do they explain to inmates that answering questions about their immigration
history is voluntary?
• What supervision is provided by ICE?
• Does ICE provide guidance on who is a priority for immigration enforcement?
• How do you [intend to] fit 287(g) into your budget?
• How will you prevent officers from engaging in racial profiling when the department is
actively involved in immigration enforcement?
•
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Do deputized officers get any refresher or ongoing training on immigration law?
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Other communication/cooperation with ICE
ICE Detainers

• Do you receive ICE detainers?
○
○
○
○

How often? E.g. how many per week, per month?
How are detainers received and processed?
How do you confirm that an ICE hold complies with the Fourth Amendment?
Are they issued by ICE, or from deputized 287(g) officers in house?

• Do you proactively provide a courtesy notice to ICE regarding release dates?
• Is a specific person at the jail responsible for communicating with ICE about inmates?

Jail Data

○ How often does ICE show up to pick someone up at release?
○ If they show up, where do they show up (in jail, outside, etc.)?

• Do you make any effort to collect or ascertain immigration status? If so, why?
• Are individuals asked for place of birth during booking? Why? Is ICE given access to
this?
• What information are ICE agents given access to? E.g. booking information,
databases, anything else?
• Do you collect information for ICE in any way? For example, a questionnaire?
• How much of your resources (time or money) have been expended on
communications with ICE (including holds and notifications)?
ICE in the Jail
• How often are ICE agents at the jail? Do they have a desk or office at the jail?
• Do they sign in anywhere? Do they present a warrant?
• Are ICE agents allowed to interview individuals? Do they identify themselves when
speaking to inmates?
• Do you know how ICE agents decide whom to interview?
• Do you ever collaborate with ICE in any other projects or investigations? E.g., gang task
force, etc.
• Does ICE ever reach out for requests for help in any activities or investigations? If so,
what does this entail?
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U Visa Questions
• Explanation of why U Visas are important. In particular, it 1) enhances law
enforcement’s ability to investigate and prosecute crimes, and 2) protects victims of
serious crimes while building trust in law enforcement.

○ Sheriff’s departments are responsible for signing the U Visa certifications for

survivors of crime. Having a 287(g) in place may hinder the ability of a noncitizen
to come forward or report a crime that could make him or her eligible for a U
Visa certification.

• If available, share a local story to illustrate the benefits of U Visa.
• Share ILRC U Visa Basics for Law Enforcement: https://www.ilrc.org/u-visa-basics-lawenforcement
• Share that DHS states that signing a certification only requires two things, that:

○ The individual is a victim of a qualifying crime and;
○ The individual “has been helpful, is being helpful, or is likely to be helpful” in the
investigation/prosecution of that crime.

• Do you have a policy for signing U Visa certifications?
• Do your policy require more than these two requirements? If so, would you consider
modifying your policy?
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2.) Potential Campaign Tactics

The following checklist provides a list of actions you may be able to use in your fight against
287(g) agreements.

√

Get stories of individuals affected into the media
• Personal stories of people impact are always essential. Gather these stories and
work to get them into the news media. Make sure you work closely with community
members to make sure they feel prepared to tell their story publicly and understand
the risks.
• Example: Houston Chronicle story of Eddy Arias: http://www.houstonchronicle.com/
opinion/outlook/article/Immigrant-s-nightmare-began-with-traffic-stop-6716258.php

TIP: Media can sometimes attempt to spin stories to change the focus of your campaign
narrative. Make sure the personal testimonies against the 287(g) highlight the inhumane
practices and suffering it causes to the local community.

√

Call out transparency issues
• Sheriffs often apply for 287(g) without telling key stakeholders, including overseeing
county boards. If you have a pending 287(g) application, ask other public officials
to get involved and get more oversight. Get local reporters to start asking questions
about 287(g) of the sheriff and other elected officials.
• ICE often reviews and approves 287(g) applications in secret or with very sort notice
to limited stakeholders. This shows that ICE knows the program is problematic and that
they don’t want scrutiny. Call them out on their secrecy.

√

Data and public records requests
• All states have a version of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) law that allows
the public to request government records. You can use these requests to ask about
the numbers of people affected in your community, the way your agencies have
communicated with or worked with ICE or CBP, how they applied for 287(g), and so on.
Government agencies may be slow to respond to your request, so be sure to follow-up
and don’t accept silence as an answer.
• Be careful in setting your expectations for these requests. The information you get can
be very useful for bringing attention to the issue, but you will never win on a numbers
argument alone. Don’t frame your whole campaign around numbers as they are just
one part of the picture, and your opponents will always dispute or discount them. And
sometimes the data itself isn’t the main goal: the demands for information help you
get attention to the issue and build support.
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• Example: Nueces County TX filed a records request with the sheriff which may have
discouraged him from going through with 287(g).
• Example: Harris County TX made a data request through one of their County
Commissioners instead of under the state records law. This may be a good way to
bring more power to your request and/or get faster results.

√

Dig up dirt on jails conditions and complaints from detainees
• Even if not directly tied to 287(g) or immigration, questions about jail management
or complaints about jail conditions help build the case that adding 287(g) is not
appropriate. Jails need more public scrutiny; there are many cases of poor conditions,
mistreatment of inmates, and capacity issues. By highlighting other issues at the jail,
you can call into question the motivations and impact of a 287(g) agreement.
• Example: Resource B: Sample Media Hits, with an Op-Ed from Chia Chia Wang and
Angie Junck

√

Ask for a jail tour or audit

• You can ask for this. Get into the jail and see how things operate, ask questions

about where and when ICE might come or have access, and who is responsible
for interfacing with them. As with the previous tactic, this is not tied directly to 287(g)
agreements, but it is an opportunity to understand the situation better.

• Example: Resource G for a sample list of questions from a jail tour in Dallas. While
the focus of the jail tour was not a 287(g) agreement (Dallas does not have one), the
sample list of questions is still a useful starting point.

√

Challenge the legitimacy of the 287(g) agreement

• Who in the county has authority to sign on to a 287(g) agreement? Can the sheriff do

it without approval from the board? Are there procedural requirements under state or
local law?

• Example: Organizers brought a lawsuit challenging the validity of 287(g) in Nashville
under the city charter. Harris County (Texas) organizers called out the county attorney
for not ensuring that the county court had signed on to the renewal of the 287(g)
agreement as had been prior practice and as seemingly required by state law.

√

Complain at city or county council meetings
• Most cities and counties have elected boards/commissions/supervisors who hold
regular hearings about local issues. You may need to work with one of these
representatives to get 287(g) on the agenda. But otherwise there is usually a space for
public comment, and you can turn out people to comment on existing or proposed
287(g) agreements.
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√

Direct actions to draw attention to the issue in general
• Demonstrations can help bring more public awareness to the issue, or put pressure
on specific targets. Important considerations for planning direct actions are making
a media plan, getting legal support, and agreeing on a clear message and goals.
If your direct actions involved undocumented individuals, make sure you seek
appropriate legal counsel in case this action leads to arrest.
• Think about your target and the organizations, the places and or the audiences in
which they most maintain a good public image. These are potential locations for
direct or educational actions.

√

Contact your state or national Representatives or Senators
• Don’t forget other important politicians or political leaders who might have influence
in your county, even if they are not direct targets.

√

Send an open letter of opposition from local groups

• Sign-on letters are never enough on their own, but they can be a useful tactic for

expressing your position and laying out key arguments, as well as engaging allies.

• Example: See Appendix F for sample sign-on letters opposing 287(g).

√

Educate the groups that support or have a strong influence on the sheriff’s department
and get them involved:
• The sheriff’s department must maintain a good public standing with its supporters.

These supporters may include donors, voter base, and local organizations that have
publicly endorsed the department and or work closely with the department.

• Find further potential allies and voices in local labor groups, legal service providers,
DV advocates, faith groups, educators, criminal justice reform groups, immigration
attorneys, LGBTQI organizations, etc.
• Get them to sign on to your campaign, letters of opposition, or other efforts, or weigh
in independently.
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Resource A: Sample Campaign Fact Sheets
about 287(g) in Harris County
Immigration Enforcement in Harris County
Harris County is the deportation capital of the United States.
• Harris County deports an average of nine people every day / close to 300 people
every month.
• Because of the 287(g) program and Harris County’s relations with ICE, Harris County
deports more people than the notorious Sheriff Joe Arpaio in Maricopa County
• Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department recently withdrew from 287(g), making Harris
County the largest 287(g) program.

Working with ICE is bad for public safety.
• Local involvement in federal immigration enforcement perpetuates unjust
deportations, leads to costly civil rights violations, and further damages the already
fraught confidence in local police.
• Having ICE agents or deputized 287(g) agreements in the jail makes it clear that Harris
County law enforcement is not safe for immigrants, making the community less likely to
report crimes or act as witnesses.

Harris
.
County Sheriff’s Office chooses to involve itself in federal immigration enforcement

• Helping the federal government find and deport people is not Harris County’s job
• There is no legal obligation to participate in 287(g) or any immigration enforcement
programs
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Harris County wastes its own money on immigration enforcement when the
federal government has $18 billion for it already
• Harris County spends $1 million per year doing ICE’s job with 287(g) officers
• This comes at the cost of other vital services that the County could improve, such
as education and social services, which will better promote the well-being of our
community.
• The federal government already spends $18 billion on immigration enforcement – more
than on the FBI, DEA, Secret Service, and all other federal criminal law enforcement
agencies combined.
Houston city jails also facilitate deportations by helping ICE arrest people directly from city
custody.

• Hundreds of people are apprehended and taken to immigration detention directly
from the two Houston city jails every year.

• In 2013, 97% of those taken by ICE directly from the custody of the city of Houston were
from Mexico, El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras, even though these countries
represent less than 60% of the Houston area immigrant population.
Cities, counties, and states across the country have disentangled themselves from ICE.
• More than 700 jurisdictions across the country, including major cities like New York,
Chicago, New Orleans, Miami, and the District of Columbia, have limited their
involvement with federal immigration enforcement, due to immense financial and
human costs as well as decreased community trust in local law enforcement.

Top 5 Things to Know About 287(g) in Harris County
Harris County is the deportation capital of the United States.
Harris County has the greatest involvement in deportations of any Sheriff’s Office in the
country. From 2012 to February 2015, Harris County deported 12,670 people, while the home
of the infamous Sheriff Joe Arpaio in Maricopa County in Arizona deported 11,942 people.
During this period, Harris County deported an average of nine people every day / close to
300 people every month.
1) Under 287(g), local law enforcement officers act as immigration agents. They can
investigate the immigration status of people in the jail, access Immigration Customs
Enforcement (ICE) databases, and issue immigration detainers. With sign-off from
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an ICE supervisor, 287(g) officers can place people in removal proceedings and get
people to sign their deportation orders and give up their right to see an immigration
judge.
2) Harris County Sheriff’s Office (HCSO) has the largest and oldest 287g program in
the nation. The program started in 2008, and it was renewed in 2010, and it is up for
extension in 2016. The program as trained at least 9 local sheriffs to act as ICE agents.
And it has cost the jail millions in just seven years.
3) HCSO voluntarily chooses to involve itself in federal immigration enforcement. 287g is
not mandatory; it is optional. Other counties have successfully opted-out, such as Los
Angeles county.
4) HCSO is using its own county funds to do the work of the most well funded federal
agency. HCSO uses its own county funds to carry out the federal government’s
deportation agenda. In 2013, the Houston Chronicle reported that the Sheriff¹s Office
spent nearly $50 million in a two-year period to house undocumented immigrants
being held at the request of federal authorities - more inmates than any other
county jail in Texas. It is also reported that there are 18 jail agents in the jail acting as
immigration officers, costing at least $1.1 million per year to cover their salaries. This
comes at the cost of providing other vital services within the jail including healthcare
at a time when there is a high suicide rate within the jail.
5) HCSO is exposing itself to legal liability for constitutional violations. Local law
enforcement involvement in federal immigration enforcement has resulted in the
violations of the constitutional rights of citizens and noncitizens alike. Lawsuits have
been filed across the country, many resulting in damages against numerous city,
county, and state corrections agencies. Lawsuits continue to be filed, such as in Dallas
in November 2015.

Existing Data on Harris County, TX 287(g) operations
Harris County Sheriff’s Department runs the county jail, which houses approximately 9,000
inmates. Harris County Jail includes three detention buildings: the 1200 Baker St. Jail (more
than 4000 beds), the 701 N. Jacinto St. Jail (more than 4000 beds), and the 1307 Baker St. Jail
(over 1000 beds). Two thirds of inmates are pre-trial, and most are charged with felonies. Of
convicted inmates, more than half are detained because of misdemeanor convictions or
parole violations.[1]
ICE and 287(g) Immigration Arrests in Harris County Jail
Harris County operates the largest 287(g) program in the United States. In FY2013, 287(g)
officers identified and brought to ICE custody at least 2303 individuals.[2] More than 95%
of those transferred to ICE under the 287(g) program were from Mexico, Guatemala, El
Salvador, or Honduras. ICE also apprehended an additional 433 individuals from Harris
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County jail, outside of the 287(g) program. Of these, 90% were from Mexico, Guatemala,
El Salvador, and Honduras. These arrests total an average of 273 people per month, or 8.5
people per day.
This data shows that 287(g) officers identified and arrested proportionally more Mexicans and
Central Americans than federal ICE agents. The likelihood of this difference in apprehension
targets occurring purely by chance is less than .2%.
Deportations from Harris County
Harris County has deported more people in recent years than the notorious Sheriff Joe
Arpaio in Maricopa County, Arizona. In fact, there were more deportations from Harris
County than any other county in the entire country in 2014 and 2015. This includes more
deportations than Los Angeles, which has more than twice as many people and three times
as many foreign born residents.[3] During FY2014 and early FY2015, Harris County deported
an average of nine people every day and close to 300 people every month.
Also in Houston is the Houston Police Department, which has two jails of its own. The
Central Jail at 61 Riesner Street has 163 beds for male municipal prisoners on the fifth floor
and 94 beds for male hold prisoners on the sixth floor. The Southeast Jail at 8300 Mykawa
Road contains 143 beds for prisoners. All female prisoners booked by the Houston Police
Department are taken to this facility.
In FY2013, ICE apprehended at least 264 people directly from Houston PD custody. All but 8
of those apprehended by ICE in Houston city jails were from Mexico, Guatemala, El Salvador,
or Honduras (97%).[4]
1.) http://www.tcjs.state.tx.us/docs/AbbreRptCurrent.pdf (Snapshot from October 1, 2015)
2.) Data obtained from FOIA of the Criminal Alien Program by the American Immigration Council. Data covers
only the first 10 months of FY 2013.
3.) From FY2014 through February 2015, Harris County deported 4665 people, while Los Angeles deported
4109. Maricopa County, AZ deported 4366 people.
4.) Data obtained from FOIA of the Criminal Alien Program by the American Immigration Council. Data covers
only the first 10 months of FY 2013.
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Resource B: Sample Media and Messaging
Press releases and op-eds

For Immediate Release
Wednesday, November 15, 2017 - 9:15am
Organization Profile: Voces de la Frontera
Contact: Sam Singleton-Freeman, 414-469-9206, sfreeman@vdlf.org

Following Community Outcry, Federal Government
Rejects Milwaukee County’s 287g Application
The Trump Administration approved 287g applications
from Waukesha County and 22 other jurisdictions nationwide.

MILWAUKEE, Wisconsin - On Tuesday the Department of Homeland Security rejected an
application to give Milwaukee County Sheriff’s deputies authority to separate immigrant
families under the 287g program. DHS approved 287g applications from Waukesha County
and 22 other jurisdictions nationwide. The Trump Administration is attempting to expand the
287g program nationwide to deputize local law enforcement as agents in their campaign of
mass deportation and terror against immigrant families.
Dozens of immigrant community members and their families rallied in Milwaukee Thursday
evening to call on Milwaukee County Sheriff Richard Schmidt to publicly declare he will no
longer seek 287g authorization, and for Waukesha County Sheriff Eric Severson to withdraw
his application for the program. Click here to see video of the rally. Click here for photos by
Joe Brusky.
“This victory in Milwaukee is a result of our efforts to give voice to the families who have
suffered terrible human rights violations at the hands of the Milwaukee County Sheriff’s
Office,” said Christine Neumann-Ortiz, Executive Director of Voces de la Frontera. “We
continue to call on Sheriff Severson to not sign the 287g agreement in Waukesha, and we
urge Governor Walker to block the state bill AB190, which is very similar to 287g.
“We defeated a similar bill last year through the Day without Latinos, Immigrants, and
Refugees statewide general strike,” continued Neumann-Ortiz. “Our two strikes this year
helped push David Clarke out, expose his abuses, and defeat this application. But with
AB190 moving forward, we are preparing in our 8 chapters statewide for a more sustained
strike. If there is movement at the state level on AB190, or if Sheriff Severson signs the 287g
agreement, we will organize a statewide strike for at least two days. We will make sure there
is no hate in the dairy state.”
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“DHS rejecting this application is the best news I’ve heard all week, but the fight doesn’t stop
here,” said Milwaukee County Supervisor Peggy West. “We will move forward and try to pass
legislation that makes it so 287g won’t come back, that makes sure no other application is
submitted, and if one is submitted, that there’s no funding in order to do it. I don’t think that
Sheriff Schmidt will resubmit the application. I think the denial by DHS sends a very strong
message. The county board doesn’t support 287g and we won’t support it. I’m very pleased
to keep working with Voces and all of you to do what is just.”
“As a father, I’m worried that this anti-immigrant, racist 287g program will destroy our
Waukesha County families,” said José Flores of Waukesha, the President of Voces de la
Frontera. “We want to touch Sheriff Severson’s heart and urge him to not sign the agreement
to start this program, which will end up separating so many families. We will keep fighting
against hate.”
“As a center, we strongly oppose any efforts to enlist state or local authorities in the
enforcement of civil immigration laws in Milwaukee County,” said Mariana Rodriguez of the
UMOS Latina Resource Center, which serves Latina victims of domestic violence and human
trafficking and their children. “287g would make victims afraid of asking police for help. We
want victim and community safety and we want to hold perpetrators accountable. Sheriff
Schmidt, we urge you to reject 287g for the sake of domestic violence victims.”
“Black, brown and immigrant communities are living in an apartheid state and 287g aims
to further the level of oppression with police-sanctioned racial profiling,” said Lisa Jones of
Uplifting Black Liberation and Community, or UBLAC. For the beloved community we must
invest in people, not profiling. Sheriff Schmidt we urge you to reject 287g and racial profiling,
and stand with black, brown and immigrant communities.”
Click here to see a letter from Voces de la Frontera and 8 other Milwaukee community
organizations urging DHS to reject Milwaukee County’s 287g application. Click here to see a
similar letter against the Waukesha application.

###

Voces de la Frontera is Wisconsin’s leading immigrant rights group - a grassroots organization that
believes power comes from below and that people can overcome injustice to build a better world.
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Feds shouldn’t make N.J. police act as deportation agents
| Opinion
Updated on July 25, 2016 at 11:34 AM Posted on July 25, 2016 at 11:33 AM
By Angie Junck and Chia-Chia Wang

Two months ago, Jose Molina was relaxing at his home in Harris County, Texas
after work, playing music and drinking beer with a friend.
He stepped out to move his truck into his apartment complex so it wouldn’t be
towed overnight, and was pulled over by Pasadena Police, a department that
has had a reputation of engaging in racial profiling.
Arrested for driving under the influence, the widowed father of three was
immediately sucked into the dragnet of 287(g), a federal program designed to
have local police act as deportation agents, after being booked at the Harris
County jail.
Because of this collaboration, Molina, a resident of the U.S. for nearly three
decades, was turned over to immigration authorities and now currently sits in a
detention center in Conroe, Texas on the brink of deportation.
He is unable to care for his three U.S. citizen children, one of whom is disabled
and suffers from severe autism and seizures. His son Alexis, who is just 21
years old, has been forced to quit his job and step in as caretaker for his
siblings, including his old brother with autism.
If deported, it is likely that Jose Molina will never see his children again. Jose
Molina is one of thousands of casualties of the deportation dragnet resulting
from local law enforcement collaboration with immigration authorities.
Here in New Jersey, Hudson and Monmouth counties are both currently under
287(g) agreements, and ICE is courting seven new jurisdictions to join the
program, including Salem County. On July 14, Hudson County, renewed its
287(g) agreement with the federal government for another three years.
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Hudson uses three deputized officers to run the program. Including their
salaries, any other additional personnel time involved and other relevant
administrative costs, it’s fair to say the county dedicates at least tens — if not
hundreds — of thousands of dollars to the program.
Why does the federal government continue to seek contracts with localities like
Hudson County and Harris County, which are mired in their own systemic human
rights abuses and have continually rejected and resisted reform?
Hudson County boasts a population that is nearly 42 percent foreign-born and a
county government that has been vocally supportive of pro-immigrant policies.
Yet, the Hudson County jail — a participant in the 287(g) program — has
been named one of the three worst immigration detention sites amongst 53
monitored across the nation. In May, advocates filed a civil rights complaint
surrounding substandard medical care in 61 cases at the hands of a for-profit
healthcare provider contracted by the jail.
The jail’s woes don’t end there. In clear violation of due process rights, the jail
has detained one elderly woman for over two years.
At a meeting with advocates, the County’s Director of Corrections openly
admitted to the County Executive that the jail did indeed send immigrants
who had yet to be convicted to ICE for detention. Though county officials
recently expressed their desire to end the 287(g) agreement, citing community
opposition and concerns about the jail’s operations, they’ve decided in favor of
continuing to tear families apart, renewing the agreement anyway.
Across the country in Harris County, Texas, one in four Houstonians are foreignborn, and the city is known as one of the most ethnically diverse in the nation.
The largest participant in the 287(g) program, the Harris County jail was
investigated by the Department of Justice in 2009 for inadequate medical care,
excessive use of force and overcrowding.
Five inmates have died under the tenure of the current sheriff after suffering
from assaults or unexplained head trauma while in jail custody. Just last
week, due to the use of faulty field testing kits in Harris County, a ProPublica
investigation revealed “Blacks made up 59 percent of those wrongfully
convicted in a city where they are 24 percent of the population.”
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In the meantime, Harris and Hudson counties continue to fill their jails and
voluntarily carry out work of the federal government rather than fix these many
abuses.
It’s time for the Obama administration to scrap the 287(g) program for good.
The costs of deportation are immeasurable and its effects reverberate across
generations — once someone has been ripped from their family, young children
are left in foster care, elderly parents without caretakers, and spouses are
forced into single parenthood.
In line with our values of richly diverse communities, just and fair policies, and
human rights and dignity, we must end the mass deportation and criminalization
of immigrants.
As we’ve witnessed the full and heartbreaking display of the biased policing
across the country recently, we must also work to end the mass incarceration
and predatory targeting of communities of color, many of which are heavily
formed of immigrants. This intersection of racial profiling and immigration
enforcement is particularly evident within the black, Middle Eastern, Latino
and Afro-Latino immigrant communities, who remain to this day targeted for
deportation at disproportionately higher rates.
All immigrants are worthy of equal protection under the law. It is imperative that
state and local police stay out of the deportation business altogether.
Chia-Chia Wang is the organizing and advocacy director for the Immigrant
Rights Program at the Newark-based American Friends Service Committee.
Angie Junck, J.D. is the supervising attorney at the Immigrant Legal Resource
Center, where she focuses on the intersection between the immigration,
criminal and juvenile justice systems.
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Immigrant’s nightmare began with traffic stop

County’s deal with ICE costs taxpayers, isolates large part of
community
By Eddy Arias
December 22, 2015

I spent 45 days in the Harris County jail for a crime I did not commit because
I am undocumented. And because the jail works with federal immigration
officials, I spent one week in solitary confinement because I am gay. But I am
just one of thousands unjustly detained as a result of Harris County Sheriff
Office’s partnership with Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) through
the 287g program, a federal program that gives local jail officials authority to
enforce federal immigration laws, and does so at local taxpayers’ expense.
My nightmare in local and federal jail began in October 2011, when I was driving
home from work and was stopped by a Houston Police Department officer for
passing a yellow light. The officer asked me if I was from the United States and
I honestly replied, “No.” The officer then laughed and said, “I knew it.” I can only
infer that I was profiled because of my accent.
I was taken into custody and charged, without cause, with driving under
the influence. Upon arriving at the city jail, my blood was drawn and I was
transported to the Harris County Jail. At the jail, I ended up in the hands of
Harris County deputies acting as immigration officers under the 287g program.
Harris County has a long history of working with ICE. The 287g program started
in 2008 with Sheriff Tommy Thomas and was renewed by former Sheriff Adrian
Garcia. Today, as a result of the 287g program, Harris County deports more
people than any other county in the country.
During an administration that has deported more people than any before it,
the county’s continued voluntary hand in deportations further isolates the
immigrant community - a community that amounts to nearly one-quarter
of Houston residents. This agreement also costs Harris County taxpayers
approximately $1.1 million per year.
I lost 45 days of my life in Harris County jail even though lab results proved that
I was not intoxicated and therefore, innocent of the accusations. I was stripped
of my right to liberty and the county had to pay for my incarceration, despite the
national attention the county has received for massive jail overcrowding.
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It did not end there. As an immigrant, I was subject to additional detention at
the Polk County ICE Detention Center in north Houston.
Because I honestly answered that I was gay when asked by an officer, I was
then locked up in a solitary confinement cell. I was unable to see other human
beings, and I was completely alone in a tiny cell every day for over a week.
It was almost Christmastime and never had I experienced so much rejection
and anguish. Christmas gifts and celebrations did not cross my mind. Instead,
freedom is what I hoped for. It wasn’t until three weeks in detention that I finally
saw an immigration judge and was granted a bond that my family and friends
helped pay.
I was finally free, but it cost me more than two months of my life.
It caused me emotional and psychological trauma and stress on my family and
friends.
It cost me my job.
No immigrant in Houston is free from the possibility of arrest, incarceration and
threat of or actual deportation. While today I am a high school teacher finishing
my pre-med requirements to apply to medical school, I have become politically
active and work alongside United We Dream and other immigration advocates to
ensure that all immigrants in Houston receive due process and equal protection
under the law.
We demand an end to the flawed 287g program and Harris County sheriff’s
entanglement with federal immigration authorities.
Federal immigration duties should lie with the federal government; not local law
enforcement officials.
Harris County participation in the 287g program not only entangles federal
immigration duties with local law enforcement, it leads to racial profiling and
the violation of rights, deportation and the separation of American families, and
undermines trust in local law enforcement in large communities of Houston.
The cost is on local taxpayers, money that could go to other vital community
services. Harris County must end this unjust policy and work with the community
to find alternatives that truly protect all residents of the county.
Arias is a high school teacher in the Houston Independent School District.
Frances Valdez, Immigration Attorney
May 2016
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The Harris County Sheriff’s Office has invested in the business of deportations,
turning every traffic stop and witness statement from their own officers and
local police departments into a potential deportation.
The pillar of Harris County’s deportation business is its participation in 287(g),
a voluntary federal deportation contract that involves deputizing local law
enforcement to do the federal government’s job. This program only now exists
in 32 jurisdictions in the country; over 350 other localities have chosen to end
their contracts with Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), citing budget
and public safety concerns. Harris County’s 287(g) contract is set to expire on
June 30, 2016 … unless Sheriff Ron Hickman chooses to renew it.
This relationship between Harris County and ICE comes at a cost of more than
$1 million a year in taxpayer’s money, including my own as a Houstonian. Its
impact: further erosion of already fraught trust between law enforcement and
communities of color, the continued suffering of community members who face
or lose family members to deportation, and a daily burden of stress and anxiety
carried by Houston’s many immigrants surrounding the threat of deportation
each day.
As a member of Houston Beyond ICE, a campaign to end the 287(g) contract
and County involvement in deportations, I recently participated in a tour of the
county jail and met with Sheriff Hickman about the continuation of 287(g), it’s
current implementation and how it impacts the day-to-day safety and well-being
of the community.
Here are five key things I’ve learned:
1. Some Harris County Sheriff Deputies are paid to essentially work as ICE agents in
the jail, even though they are county employees.
In 2012, the U.S. Government spent $18 billion in immigration enforcement,
more than the U.S. spends on the FBI, DEA, Secret Service, and all other
federal criminal law enforcement agencies combined. Despite belonging to
the Department of Homeland Security, the most well-funded law enforcement
agency in the country, ICE operations are being subsidized by Harris County.
The County voluntarily provides personnel time, workspace, and holding cells
to ICE. Eight Sheriff Deputies have been trained and deputized as ICE agents.
They work hand in hand in the same space as ICE and dress as ICE agents. In
essence, their sole job responsibilities under the County are to act as federal
ICE agents, using local resources towards a federal responsibility.
It is estimated that Harris County pays approximately $1million to maintain the
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287(g) contract. Sheriff Hickman stated that he receives roughly $800,000 in
federal reimbursement for providing these services, but he does not even know
that he would continue receive these federal funds even without the 287(g)
contract. Therefore, Harris County residents still pay to provide personnel and
space for ICE at the cost of county taxpayers.
Our money is better spent on community improvement initiatives, including
addressing the many other concerns and problems with the Harris County jail
system. Why can’t the federal government do its own job?
2. Immigrants can be forced to leave the U.S. for something as common as having an
expired registration sticker.
Sheriff Hickman has asserted that a simple traffic violation will not get you
deported. However, a focused review of Sheriff and county jail procedures
shows that a traffic violation could lead to questions about immigration status
and fingerprints taken, which are subsequently shared with federal agencies.
This could happen whether or not that person is ultimately taken to court for
the original traffic violation; being pulled over as an immigrant can set in play
a series of events that have severe consequences for immigrants and their
families, including permanent separation of a family unit.
In one example of how this is being enacted every day, Sheriff Hickman has
confirmed that his deputies arrest immigrants for driving without a license, as
opposed to the more common practice of just issuing them a ticket. In Texas,
driving without a license is usually punishable with a small fine.
Imagine this common scenario: You’re driving home from work at the end of a
busy month. Things have been so hectic that you haven’t had time to get your oil
changed or renew your registration sticker, which expired the past month. You’re
running through your long to-do list in your head, lost in your thoughts of what
the kids will eat for dinner, and accidentally roll a stop sign. Before you know it,
you see those dreaded flashing lights behind you. For most people, this scenario
would end in frustration and a financial inconvenience of a few hundred dollars
to pay your ticket, plus a much-needed pit stop at your closest Kroger to take
care of your sticker. Now imagine you were undocumented, meaning in Texas,
you’re not easily able to get a driver’s license. The deputy who pulled you over
has one of two choices: the deputy can choose to simply give you a ticket for
an expired registration sticker or the deputy can arrest you for driving without
a license and/or failure to ID. Never mind that there are kids waiting for you at
home, dinner to be prepared, and family to visit over the weekend. Once you’re
arrested and booked into the jail, a formal process begins which includes official
questions on your immigration status while your fingerprints provided to federal
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authorities.
It is common knowledge that there is an extra risk to “driving while brown.”
When asked about a system of accountability and how his office ensures that
racial profiling does not occur, Sheriff Hickman responded that it simply does
not happen, but was unable to provide information on how he can be certain of
that statement.
3. The 287(g) program fosters a ripe environment for racial profiling.
The Sheriff Office screens and targets immigrants who enter the jail, setting
forth an entire process that results in the differential treatment of anyone
believed to not be a citizen. It’s even been documented in the past where ICE
has mistakenly detained U.S. citizens. Once a person is arrested, a Sheriff’s
Deputy takes an individual to the processing center at 1201 Commerce
Street. Upon entering the facility, the immigrant’s fingerprints are taken. Those
fingerprints are shared with federal agencies including the FBI. The FBI shares
those fingerprints with Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) to identify
individuals for deportation. This is before charges are filed and way before a
conviction (if actually found guilty) occurs.
The suspected immigrant is then put through the standard booking process
where Sheriff employees asks about immigration status and country of birth.
4. ICE has been given full, Big Brother-style access to any immigrant in the jail, even
those who are legal permanent residents.
ICE has unfettered access to immigrants once they enter the Harris County jail.
From the time an immigrant is fingerprinted to the time that an immigrant is
released, ICE has access to interview and eventually detain immigrants.
The Sheriff’s office was unable to give information about the ICE interview
process happening in their jails, making it seem like the Sheriff actually has
no idea what ICE agents do in his jails or whether they are respecting the
constitutional rights of all detained people during these interviews. The Sheriff
did not know what questions were asked or if an attorney is present at the
interviews. We know from other jails across the country that these interviews
are often conducted in coercive ways, with threats to individuals to sign their
own deportation orders before the full merits of their case have been evaluated
by a judge, a right we would all want for ourselves were we in the same
situation. These coercive and unjust practices are often directly responsible for
sealing an immigrant’s deportation.
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5. After being released from jail, rather than going home to their families, immigrants
are instead turned over straight into the hands of ICE.
The Harris County jail will release inmates upon receiving a notice that they have
posted bond, that they fulfilled their sentence, or their case is dismissed. Before
an inmate is released, the Central Records department reviews their case to
make sure that another law enforcement agency is not requesting they transfer
the inmate to their custody. If an immigration hold is placed by ICE, a voluntary
and often unconstitutional request, then ICE will be called and asked if they will
pick up the inmate. ICE can then literally walk down the hall to the released area
of the jail and detain the immigrant.
The Sheriff’s Office states that inmates are not held beyond the date that they
are scheduled for release. For example, if an immigrant is scheduled for release
on April 29th and ICE does not pick them up before midnight on April 29th, then
the Sheriff’s Office is obligated to release them. However, ICE has a van that
picks up immigrants every evening at 11pm. This process still poses grave
concerns because any detention beyond the time they are otherwise released
could be a violation of their constitutional rights. Moreover, there are concerns
that the release process for immigrants varies from other individuals solely to
facilitate a transfer to ICE, again pointing to differential treatment.
An end to 287(g)
The Harris County Sheriff’s Department uses approximately $1million dollars
of county funds to house and provide 8 personnel to ICE, an agency with an
annual federal budget of $6 billion. The county is doing the job of the federal
government, a voluntary task resulting in the increased mistrust of law
enforcement by Houston’s communities of color.
The end of 287(g) would be an easy first step in saving the county money and
helping to strengthen trust between the immigrant community and the Sheriff.
Ultimately, we need to work towards real solutions to public safety – Harris
County should get out of the deportation business and use local resources to
invest in the communities and prevent crime before it starts. Harris County is
far too deeply entangled with ICE – it’s time to cut those ties and focus county
resources and support back where it belongs – in our community.
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Resource C: Sample Questions and Notes from Dallas Jail
Tour
Date: 10/28
Time: meet at 12:30 PM // tour will start at 12:45 PM
room A5, in the Frank Crowley Court Bldg. It is located on the first floor, across from the
Cafeteria (when you enter the Bldg., you will be on the 2nd floor, so you will have to go down
to the 1st floor.)
*remember to leave all items in your car that are not permitted (phones, knives, briefcases,
etc) but bring your government issued ID*
Signed up participants for tour: highlighted are folks who have turned in their form
Duration: 1.5-2 hours
Debrief option: next NTIC meeting?

Booking
1.

What is the booking process?

a.

Do non-English speakers have translation available when explaining
their procedure?
The officer explained that immediately after the police car pulls into the unloading
area their procedure starts. At this point this is still not considered “official
booking” however the police officers search the arrested individual and engage in
conversation. If the arrested individual doesn’t speak English they will request a
speaker of the idiom of the arrested. DPD have a “language line” where they call
for assistance for the non-english speakers however for Spanish speakers might be
assisted in a faster fashion because DPD have multiple spanish speakers on staff.
The DPD is also stating that they are being more intentional when it comes to
hiring staff to cater to the many idioms in the area.

b.

Do you ask inmates about their citizenship or immigration status
during booking?
The officer explained that at the booking process where they do prints, possible
DNA gathering and ask booking questions they ask regarding “place of birth” not
necessarily country. They also shared that they have to ask multiple questions for
their health questionnaire. I have requested to get a copy of their booking sheet and
will continue to inquire for said form until they share their copy so we can see the
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direct language.
c.

Do you ask them about country of birth?
Place of birth is how it is framed.

d.

Do you contact their consulate if they request it?
The officer giving the tour stated that this question would get answer at a later
part of the tour. After going through the booking process and sitting in general
population and fingerprinted etc when they reach the magistrate office are they
then allowed to officially request their consulate. Also if they do not speak English
they are provided a translator for the magistrate process.

e.

Do consular officers come to the jail?
From the response the officer gave, after the arrested individual requests his/her/
their consulate to be contacted it is noted in the record and the request is placed at
the magistrate’s office.

f.

Is that entered into a database?
Yes.

g.

Who has access to booking information?
Chief Deputy Herrera stated that agencies in the jail has access to their data base
and that at times other agencies must request access.

h.

Which officers books the arrest? Which computer systems are used?
The officers in the booking process. Since there about 3 terminals various officers
perform different aspects of the booking process. They mentioned IAS and the
arrested individual booking number.

i.

How is security classification decided?
From the description of booking and holding, it isn’t.
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j. Does immigration status or an ICE hold affect custody classification?
When arrested individual goes to magistrate and that is when officially
informed of hold.
2.

What is the process for informing ICE about inmates?
ICE has access to the database, the intake sheet from booking and can walk freely
in the general population that is divided by male/ female without uniform, casual
clothes and a very small ID.

a.

Is there a jail officer who is an ICE liaison or who communicates regularly
with ICE?
All officers can communicate with ICE, they stated how all collaborate with ICE.
No specific individual.

3.

How and when are arrestees assigned to a public defender?
When the arrested individual goes to magistrate and that is when officially they
can request one.

4.

Do non-citizens get any documentation by jail in their language of origin?
When the arrested individual goes to magistrate the officer stated the translator
and documents are multilingual.

5.

Will you share copies of the jail guides that they receive?
No

While in Detention / ICE ACCESS
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1.

How does ICE operate in this jail?

a.

Do ICE agents have a particular workspace or office?
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b.

Yes. They have an office that is adjacent to the general population.
How many officers, offices?
They have 5-6 plus a supervisor.

c. What access do they have to talk to inmates about immigration issues?
Free range, they can roam the booking and general population.
d.

Do ICE agents sign-in/ check-in with someone before interacting
with detainees?
Not according to the officer, they are their own agency.

e.

Do they wear uniforms/badges?
No, they wear regular clothes.

f.

What information or databases do ICE agents have access to in the jail?
The ICE agent said “Federal System Database”

g. Are visiting family members alerted that ICE is present?
Officers state that at times yes family needs to speak to ICE officers.
h.

Does ICE talk to jail visitors?
When applicable according to the officer regarding the person detained

i.

Do Dallas County jail guards or sheriff deputies ask people about
immigration status?
According to Deputy Herrera, not that he has seen.

j.

Do they ask visitors about immigration status?
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Not the DPD, according to the Deputy “unsure about ICE”
k. What kind of ID is needed to visit someone in custody?
Any government ID is validated.
2.

If a person is placed on an “ICE Hold”, how is the person notified about being on
an “ICE hold” do they get a copy of the notification?
According to the officers, they get informed at the magistrate office and it is
within the documents they are given.

3.

If they believe the ICE hold is in error, what is the process for contesting it?
Verbally at the magistrate. However, Deputy Hines is unsure about the process
if any since under ICE’s jurisdiction.

4.

How do people post bail/ pay bond? Is it different if they have an ICE hold?
They can post bail/bond after they speak to the magistrate. They can pay
however won’t be released.

5.

Are people with ICE holds permitted to pay bail?
Yes but it won’t affect their release.

Release
1.

How long does outprocessing usually take?
2-4 hours

2.
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What are the steps for out processing and release?
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Fingerprints
3.

What happens to someone who is due for release but for whom there is a
warrant or hold?
They are separated for their specific hold.

4.

If a person is ordered released from the courthouse, do they return to the jail or do
they walk free from court?
They walk from the court.

5.

Who decides whether an inmate is eligible for work release, diversion, treatment,
or other alternatives to detention?
During the initial intake there is a medical section

a.

If the jail management decides, do they take perceived immigration status
into account?
No.

6.

Are inmates given travel money or how do they get home?
They are returned their belongings and that is it.

7.

Does the jail transport people to other agencies?
The agencies come and get them

8. Does the jail contract with someone else to do transport?
No
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Resource D: Sample State Records Request
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Resource E: Sample Letter to County Attorney to Stop 287(g)
June 28, 2016
Vince Ryan, County Attorney
Office of the Harris County Attorney
1019 Congress, 15th Floor
Houston, TX 77002

Mr. Ryan:
We urge you to recommend that renewal of Harris County’s 287(g)
agreement be immediately added to the County Commissioners Court’s
agenda. This program implicates controversial political and social
considerations that demand transparency and public input. It is crucial
that a decision to renew the program be reviewed by the full body of the
County Court. As lawyer for the people of Harris County, you must get this
issue on the Court’s agenda.
The 287(g) program costs Harris County hundreds of thousands of
dollars each year in salaries, on top of the social costs of alienation of
the immigrant community and the social services costs of caring for the
citizen children of immigrants whom Harris County has deported. 287(g)
is a dangerous program that increases racial profiling and undermines the
community’s access to safety and justice.
The 287(g) contract can be terminated at any time, and whether or not
Sheriff Hickman has already added his signature to ICE’s agreement, it is
imperative that the County Commissioners Court make the final decision.
You recently wrote that you believe the Sheriff has authority to renew
287(g) and that the Court’s input on the matter would be merely an
advisory opinion. However, you did not cite any particular authority for
this conclusion, and it runs counter to precedent from the Texas Supreme
Court and analysis from the Texas Attorney General which say that the
Commissioners Court is the governing body and has sole authority to
enter contracts for the county, absent a specific statute to the contrary.  
You pointed to no such statute permitting the Sheriff to contract with ICE
for immigration enforcement without County Court authorization.
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Governor and former Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott wrote in an
advisory opinion in 2004 that “In the absence of a statute authorizing
another county official to enter into a contract, the commissioners court
has the sole authority to enter into contracts binding the county.”  See
Opinion No. GA-0229, August 9, 2004. Citing the Texas Supreme Court
in Anderson v. Wood, 152 S.W.2d 1084, 1085 (Tex. 1941), the opinion
stated: “It is well established in Texas law that the commissioners
court, as the governing body of the county, is the general business and
contracting agency of the county, and it alone has authority to make
contracts binding on the county, unless otherwise specifically provided by
statute.”  (internal quotations omitted).  An example of this is the specific
exception in Tex Loc. Gov’t. Code Ann. Sec. 351.0415 which provides that
the sheriff can contract with someone to run the jail commissary. “Absent
an express statute, the authority to enter into contracts regarding the
county jail’s operation rests with the commissioners court.”  Opinion No.
GA-0229 p. 3.
Indeed, the County Court voted to reauthorize 287g in 2009. They must
review this issue today. As in 2009, bringing this issue before the court
is an essential part of oversight and a needed opportunity for public
comment. For these legal reasons and because the 287(g) program is
a controversial contract with federal agents that spends Harris County
funds on federal immigration enforcement prerogatives, we urge you to
revise your opinion and recommend that the County Court put the 287(g)
contract on its agenda.
Sincerely,
Angie Junck
Supervising Attorney
Cc: County Judge Ed Emmett
Commissioner Gene Locke
Commissioner Jack Morman
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Resource F: Sample Sign-On Letters to Sheriffs to Reject 287(g)

Harris County Sign-On Letter
May 17, 2016
Sheriff Ron Hickman
Harris County Sheriff’s Office
1200 Baker Street
Houston, TX 77002

Dear Sheriff Hickman,
We, the undersigned organizations and immigration advocates, urge you
to reject any further formal agreements with Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) to have Harris County Sheriff’s Department enforce
immigration law inside Harris County jail. The 287(g) program undermines
public safety, waste county resources, and dangerously implicates your
department and in the business of detaining and deporting our immigrant
family members, neighbors and loved ones.
We respectfully ask that you be part of an open community meeting to
hear the concerns of your constituents before proceeding in any further
entanglement with ICE.
As you know from your decades of service in Harris County, thousands of
immigrants and their families reside in Harris County and are an integral
part of our community. In the midst of rising anti-immigrant rhetoric,
participating in this controversial jail deportation program sends the
wrong message to our community.
Since the 287(g) program began, it has resulted in hundreds of thousands
of deportations by deputizing state and local police to enforce federal
immigration laws and allowing them to decide whom to detain for
immigration purposes and put into deportation proceedings.[1]The
287(g) program has led to widespread instances of racial profiling, police
abuse, and is shrouded with poor transparency that undermines public
safety. Harris County is one of two counties in the entire state of Texas
and is one of only 32 jurisdictions nationally that voluntary enters into
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this agreement. Federal data shows that Harris County deports more
people than any other county in the country.[2] The toll of deportations is
devastating to our community and our children.
Numerous civil rights organizations, and the national Congressional
Hispanic Caucus, have sharply criticized the 287(g) agreements for
leading to pre-textual traffic stops, racially motivated questioning, and
unconstitutional searches and seizures primarily in communities of color.
[3] In several cases, including in Harris County, Latino residents were
pulled over by police officers with little justification while driving and as
a consequence immigration enforcement actions were taken against
them.[4] This echoes national patterns where investigations have found
systemic discriminatory policing in counties with 287(g) agreements.
[5] These examples add to the concerns that law enforcement officers
equate Latino names and appearances with criminality and use national
origin and ethnicity without probable cause or reasonable suspicion to
stop and detain residents.
Moreover, the last two years have seen a national crisis in policing
that has also touched Harris County, with increased awareness of the
excessive force and brutality. In addition, studies have revealed that
immigration status has a dramatic disparate impact on treatment
within the criminal justice system, with harsher punishments and higher
conviction rates for non-citizens, irrespective of all other factors.[6] The
287(g) program simply makes all those dynamics worse and undermines
community policing.
The 287(g) program confuses local communities about the role of local
police and federal immigration agents. Various studies have shown
the negative impact on crime reporting stemming from programs that
delegate immigration enforcement to local law enforcement.[7]The
Migration Policy Institute examined the effects of the 287(g) program
in several communities, and found that law enforcement officials and
community residents both say that immigrants are less likely to report
crimes in jurisdictions operating 287(g) agreements.[8]
The 287(g) program harms community trust in police and undermines
all residents’ right to unbiased law enforcement. It also creates the
atmosphere that leads to civil rights violations and racial profiling that
primarily affect communities of color and immigrants. We urge you to
terminate the 287(g) agreement with ICE and decline to renew it.
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We look forward to speaking with you about this matter. Please contact Citlalli
Alvarez with the United We Dream Network at citlalli@unitedwedream.org
for more information or to discuss.
Yours sincerely,
United We Dream
…
Cc: Judge Emmett
Commissioner Radack
Commissioner Locke
Commissioner XX

1.) Randy Capps et al., “Delegation and Divergence: A Study of 287(g) State and Local Immigration
Enforcement”
(Washington: Migration Policy Institute, 2011), available at http://www.migrationpolicy.org/pubs/287gdivergence.pdf
2.) https://www.ice.gov/sites/default/files/documents/FOIA/2015/sc_stats_YTD2015.pdf
3.) Stephen Lemons, “Congressional Hispanic Caucus Asks Barack Obama to Terminate 287(G) Program,”
Phoenix New Times, September 30, 2009, available at http://www.phoenixnewtimes.com/blogs/
congressional-hispanic-caucus-asks-barack-obama-to-terminate-287-g-program-6502298.
Marielena Hincapie, et al., “Letter to President Obama Regarding 287(g) Program,” (2010), available at http://
acluaz.org/sites/default/files/documents/LETTER_TO_PRESIDENT_20090825133229.pdf.
4.) Eddy Arias, “Immigrant’s nightmare began with traffic stop,” Houston Chronicle, December 22, 2015,
available at http://www.houstonchronicle.com/opinion/outlook/article/Immigrant-s-nightmare-began-withtraffic-stop-6716258.php.
5.) American Civil Liberties Union of Georgia Legal Foundation, “Terror and Isolation in Cobb: How
Unchecked Police Power under 287(g) Has Torn Families Apart and Threatened Public Safety.”
6.) Michael T. Light, Michael Massoglia, and Ryan D. King, “Citizenship and Punishment: The Salience of
National Membership in U.S. Criminal Courts” (American Sociological Review, Vol. 79(5) 827–849, 2014),
available at http://www.asanet.org/journals/ASR/Oct14ASRFeature.pdf ,
7.) America’s Voice, “Public Safety on ICE: How Do You Police a Community That Won’t Talk to You?” (2011),
available at http://amvoice.3cdn.net/669182cf0231bbf4d6_kdm6bnsbj.pdf.
8.) Randy Capps et al., “Delegation and Divergence: A Study of 287(g) State and Local Immigration
Enforcement.”
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Essex County Sign-On Letter
March 18, 2016
Via Fax, Email, and First Class U.S. Mail
Sheriff Frank G. Cousins, Jr.
Essex County Sheriff’s Headquarters
20 Manning Ave.
P.O. Box 807
Middleton, MA 01949
Re: 287(g) agreement with Immigration and Customs Enforcement

Dear Sheriff Cousins,
We, the undersigned organizations and immigration advocates,
urge you to reject any further formal agreements with Immigration
and Customs Enforcement (ICE), including through jail deportation
programs such as 287(g) or the Priority Enforcement Program (PEP).
These programs would undermine public safety, waste county
resources, and dangerously implicate your department and Essex
County in the business of detaining and deporting our immigrant family
members, neighbors and loved ones. We understand that DHS intends
to review the suitability of Essex County for participating in the 287(g)
program. We respectfully ask that you be part of an open community
meeting to hear the concerns of your constituents before proceeding in
any further entanglement with ICE.
As you know from your decades of service in Essex County, thousands
of immigrants and their families reside in Essex County and are an
integral part of our community. In the midst of rising anti-immigrant
rhetoric, participating in controversial jail deportation programs sends
the wrong message to our community. Further entanglement with
an unjust deportation regime would be a giant step backwards for
Massachusetts and a dark spot on your decades of service.
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Since its inception, the 287(g) program has resulted in countless
complaints around the country about the deterioration of relationships
between local law enforcement and the communities they serve.1 In
2009, citing obstacles to community policing, the Framingham Police
Department ended its participation in the program, as did Barnstable
County.2 In March 2010, the Department Of Homeland Security’s
(DHS) own Inspector General produced a highly critical report, finding
that the program lacked sufficient oversight and training, and could not
show that it met its stated goals.3
Participating in immigration enforcement divides police from the
communities they serve. These jail deportation programs tell the
immigrant community that contact with police can result in detention
or deportation, and the result is that immigrants and their families
are less willing to report crimes or act as witnesses. When community
members are afraid to talk to the police, it makes everyone less safe.
In particular, 287(g) further isolates immigrant victims of sexual assault
and domestic violence, who may have nowhere to turn. At a time when
relations between police and communities of color are already fraught,
participating in immigration enforcement just entrenches the message
that police are dangerous or untrustworthy.
The Police Executive Research Forum, the Police Foundation, and
the Major Cities Chiefs Association all support a firewall separating
immigration enforcement and state or local criminal justice functions.4
The 287(g) program flies in the face of these recommendations from
law enforcement leaders. Instead, it puts local police at the center of a
complicated and hot-button political issue, to the detriment of all Essex
County residents.
Moreover, the 287(g) jail deportation program operates entirely at
local taxpayers’ expense. 287(g) costs participating localities time and
money to do the federal government’s job, without any reimbursement
from ICE. Essex County could be held liable for unlawful arrests and
detention of immigrants and many county jails have already been sued
for erroneous immigration detainers.5 The federal government already
spends $18 billion every year on immigration enforcement; Essex
County does not need to pick up an additional tab.
Immigrants are an essential part of our Commonwealth, our economy
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and culture. Many are mothers and fathers, leaders and business
owners, teachers and students, workers and employers. Many live,
work, and pay taxes in Massachusetts, and our children together are
part of America’s next generation. Yet all over the country immigrants
are besieged with hateful and threatening political rhetoric, while
ICE continues to snatch away loved ones and separate families. Your
department and Essex County should take steps to advance trust and
inclusion, not become accomplices in the vast and unaccountable
deportation system, where people have few rights and are deported
without due process. Instead of seeking further entanglement with ICE,
we ask that you work with the immigrant community to ensure that all
residents of Essex can feel safe and equal in the eyes of our local law
enforcement.
For these reasons, we ask that you refrain from any new jail
deportation programs with Immigration and Customs Enforcement. We
would welcome the opportunity to meet with you to speak about how a
new 287(g) agreement and other immigration enforcement programs
affect our communities, and how we can work together to advance
public safety.

1.) See, e.g., Afton Branche, Drum Major Institute, The Cost of Failure: The Burden of Immigration Enforcement
in American’s Cities, available at http://uncoverthetruth.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/04/DMI-Cost-ofFailure.pdf; American Immigration Council Immigration Policy Center, The 287g Program: A Flawed and
Obsolete Method of Immigration Enforcement, available at: http://www.immigrationpolicy.org/sites/
default/files/docs/287g_fact_sheet _11-2012_0.pdf; The Police Foundation, The Role of Local Police: Striking a
Balance Between Immigration Enforcement and Civil Liberties, available at http://www.policefoundation.
org/projects/local-police-immigration-enforcement; see also Inter-American Commission on Human Rights,
Report on Immigration in the United States: Detention and Due Process 66-67, 144 (Dec. 30, 2010), available
at http://cidh.org/pdf%20files/ReportOnImmigrationInTheUnited%20States-DetentionAndDueProcess.pdf.
2.) Maria Sacchetti, “Framingham, Barnstable no longer enforcing immigration laws,” Boston Globe, Oct. 1,
2009.
3.) DHS, Office of Inspector General, The Performance of 287(g) Agreements: Report Update (Sept. 2010),
herein “OIG Report,” 10-11, available at http://www.oig.dhs.gov/assets/mgmt/oig_10-63_mar10.pdf.
4.) Debra A. Hoffmaster et al., “Police and Immigration: How Chiefs Are Leading their Communities through
the Challenges.” (Police Executive Research Forum, 2010); Mary Malina (ed.), “The Role of Local Police:
Striking a Balance Between Immigration Enforcement and Civil Liberties.” (Apr. 2009); Chief J. Thomas
Manger, “Examining 287(g): The Role of State and Local Law Enforcement in Immigration Law.” (Mar. 2009), 4,
available at http://hsc.house.gov/SiteDocuments/20090304140934-99719.pdf
5.) See Morales v. Chadbourne, 996 F.Supp.2d 19, 40-41 (D.R.I. 2014), aff’d 793 F.3d 208 (1st Cir. 2015); Galarza
v. Szalczyk, 745 F.3d 634, 645 (3d Cir. 2014); Miranda-Olivares v. Clackamas County, No. 3:12-cv-02317-ST *17
(D.Or. April 11, 2014); Villars v. Kubiatowski, No. 12-cv-4586 *10-12 (N.D. Ill. filed May 5, 2014); Uroza v. Salt Lake
City, No. 2: 11 CV713DAK, (D. Utah Feb. 21, 2013). See also Mariano Castillo, CNN, Immigrant Seeks Legal Status
After Court Victory (August 20, 2011) http://www.cnn.com/2011/US/08/20/tennessee.immigrant.woman
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Resource G: Sample Application for 287(g)
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Resource H: Sample Letters to DHS Opposing 287(g) Application
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Resource I:
Sample Letter Requesting 287(g) Steering Committee
[Date]
[Sheriff’s name]
[Sheriff’s Office address]
[City, State, Zip code]
Re: Requesting a 287(g) Steering Committee Meeting

Dear Sheriff XX:
We, the undersigned, [residents of XX and/or organizations who advocate
on behalf of immigrant families ], respectfully request that you convene a
287(g) steering committee meeting to hear directly from your constituents
on the impact that the 287(g) program is having in [insert name of
jurisdiction].
The 287(g) program is a voluntary federal program through which state
and local law enforcement officers are deputized to carry out immigration
enforcement duties. Since [insert date when 287(g) agreement was
signed ], the [insert name of jurisdiction] authorities have taken an active
role in working with ICE on immigration enforcement.
As you know, building trust between police and the community is key for
public safety, and thus engaging the public through steering committee
meetings is vital to the effective functioning of 287(g) agreements. In
2010, the Department of Homeland Security’s Office of Inspector General
(OIG) recommended that Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE)
require that every law enforcement agency (LEA) participating in a 287(g)
agreement establish a steering committee with external stakeholders
to meet regularly with members of the community. The OIG observed
that “steering committees should not be narrowly viewed as a means
to enhance ICE and LEA communications, but as a way to (1) improve
program oversight and direction, (2) identify issues and concerns
regarding immigration enforcement activities, (3) increase transparency,
and (4) offer stakeholders opportunities to communicate community-level
perspectives.” ICE agreed to this recommendation.  
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Pursuant to ICE’s commitment to comply with the DHS OIG
recommendations for improving 287(g) program oversight, and consistent
with recent congressional direction requiring the establishment
and regular use of steering community meetings to engage local
stakeholders, we urge you to hold a 287(g) steering committee meeting
to discuss how the 287(g) program is operating in [insert name of
jurisdiction].
State and local law enforcement agencies should not be in the business
of enforcing federal immigration laws. Research has consistently shown
that 287(g) programs can negatively impact local communities, and
we remain particularly concerned over the potential use of our limited
local resources for federal immigration enforcement. We recognize
that immigrant residents play a significant role in building strong local
economies and vibrant communities – as business owners, workers,
and valued community members. In [insert name of jurisdiction] alone,
immigrants own [insert available data] of businesses, thereby creating
jobs that enrich our local economy. Many of these contributions could be
at risk as a result of the 287(g) program.
In the spirit of greater transparency and accountability, we look forward
to learning more about how 287(g) is operating in [insert name of
jurisdiction] and providing community-level feedback of how its impacting
[insert name of jurisdiction] residents.

1.) E.g. business leaders, concerned voters, community groups.
2.) Current 287(g) agreement contracts can be found online at https://www.ice.gov/287g.
3.) Office of Inspector General, The Performance of 287(g) Agreements (U.S. Department of Homeland
Security, 2010), available at https://www.oig.dhs.gov/assets/Mgmt/OIG_10-63_Mar10.pdf.
4.) Office of Inspector General, The Performance of 287(g) Agreements Report Update (U.S. Department of
Homeland Security, 2010), available at https://www.oig.dhs.gov/assets/Mgmt/OIG_10-124_Sep10.pdf.
5.) Claudia Flores, “Rapidly Expanding 287(g) Program Suffers from Lack of Transparency,” Center for
American Progress, October 9, 2018, available at https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/immigration/
reports/2018/10/09/459098/rapidly-expanding-287g-program-suffers-lack-transparency/.
6.) Anneliese Hermann, “287(g) Agreements Harm Individuals, Families, and Communities, but They
Aren’t Always Permanent,” Center for American Progress, April 4, 2018, available at https://www.
americanprogress.org/issues/immigration/news/2018/04/04/448845/287g-agreements-harm-individualsfamilies-communities-arent-always-permanent/.
7.) Nicole Prchal Svajlenka, “What’s at Stake: Immigrant Impacts in 287(g) Jurisdictions,” Center for
American Progress, March 20, 2018, available at https://www.americanprogress.org/issues/immigration/
reports/2018/03/20/448172/whats-at-stake/.
8.) County commissioners are usually tasked with approving annual county budgets, including funding for
the sheriff’s department. Therefore, they are key stakeholders that can play a key role in monitoring any
funds that may be diverted towards 287(g) program operations.
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